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Map of the study area. Violet squares, studied, visited and mapped
in the project. The lower-left corner of the image shows the
enlarged square of the Chabahar sites.



Satellite image (Google Earth) shows a long sandy linear
barrier beach in a coastal area and Estuary in the Karati .
Red line presents topographic profile across Karati coastal
area.
The lower-right corner of the image shows the topographic
profile across Karati shows barrier and lagoon conditions.
b). The topographic map shows the Karati Site.
c). Field Photograph of Karati Site.
d). Geology map of the Karati area



Satellite image (Google Earth) shows a lagoon and a barrier
in the Tang Site.
Two redlines present topographic profiles across Tang
coastal area. The lower-right corner and the lower-left
corner of the image show the topographic profile across
Tang show barrier and lagoon conditions.
b). The topographic map shows the Tang Site.
c). Field Photograph of Tang Site.
d). Geology map of the Tang area 



Field photographs show: a). Erosion of elevated marine
terrace and paleocliff resulted in megaboulders fall in tidal
area.
b). Single boulders and accumulated boulder train resting
on a steep, high-energy cliff near Chabahar.
c). Imbricated clast structures in the boulder train. Note the
imbrication and seaward dipping of the boulders and the
elevated marine terraces in the background. View towards
the east 



Field photographs of Comb Site: a). Cliff section shows the
marine boulder beds. b). Close-up view of the black square
in the (a) image, c-d). Marine boulder beds showing large
clasts, shelf fragments and the cavities 



Satellite image (Google Earth) shows a coastal line in the
Kacho Beach Site
b). Field Photograph of coastal blocks (?) for identifying
past high-energy tsunami events at the Kacho



Based on field observations, generally, the western sites have
lower elevation respect to eastern sites. So the possibility of
tsunami inundation is bigger in western sites. Because of
high uplift rate in eastern sites, the western site have more
chance for preservation of tsunami sediments. Tsunami
sediments may be eroded during uplift on eastern site.




